A systems view of nitrogen nutrient and metabolite responses in Arabidopsis
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Nitrogen (N) is an essential macronutrient available to plants mainly as nitrate in agricultural soils. Besides its role as a nutrient, inorganic and organic N sources play key roles as signals that control genome-wide gene expression in Arabidopsis and other plant species. Genomics approaches have provided us with thousands of genes whose expression is modulated in response to N treatments in Arabidopsis. Recently, systems approaches have been utilized to map the complex molecular network that plants utilize to integrate metabolic, cellular, and developmental processes to successfully adapt to changing N availability. The challenge now is to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying N regulation of gene networks and bridge the gap between N sensing, signaling, and downstream physiological and developmental changes. We discuss recent advances in this direction.
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Global regulation of gene expression by N nutrients and metabolites
The metabolic, physiological, and developmental adaptations observed in plants in response to changing N supply are at least partly due to changes in gene expression. Nitrate and N metabolites derived from nitrate reduction and assimilation pathways act as signaling molecules to regulate global gene expression in Arabidopsis and other plants. Numerous microarray studies have provided an impressive catalog of N-responsive genes participating in a wide range of processes [16–18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25] (Figure 1). Together, these studies indicate that a large fraction of the Arabidopsis genome responds to N nutrient or metabolite treatments. Summarizing the extensive literature available on regulation of gene expression by N is beyond the scope of this review. Here we emphasize recent results obtained by genomics and systems approaches.

Regulation of gene expression by nitrate
Nitrate controls the expression of thousands of genes involved in a wide range of plant processes. Many of these genes respond within minutes (20 min of treatment) to nitrate concentrations as low as 100 nM [16,20,25]. For example, nitrate regulates its uptake and assimilation by regulating nitrate transporters, nitrate reductase, nitrite reductase, as well as pathways for production of reducing equivalents such as the pentose...
phosphate pathway and glycolytic pathways. Nitrate also regulates the expression of genes involved in carbon (C) metabolism, thus coordinating the production of organic acids needed for inorganic N assimilation into amino acids. This close integration between N and C metabolism is essential for normal plant growth and development [26]. More recently, genomics approaches have provided evidence for interactions between C and N that include and extend beyond metabolic pathways [21–23]. Many of the nitrate responsive genes respond in a C-dependent manner, suggesting that C and N signaling pathways interact to regulate gene expression. Other nitrate-regulated processes include secondary metabolism, hormone metabolism and transport, protein synthesis, and signal transduction pathways [16–18].

To distinguish the global effect of nitrate from the signaling effect of metabolites downstream of nitrate reduction and assimilation, Wang et al. compared the transcriptome of a nitrate reductase (NR)-null mutant and wild-type shoots and roots in response to nitrate treatments [17]. The lack of NR prevents nitrate reduction and assimilation blocking the production of downstream metabolic signals. Genes that are similarly regulated by nitrate in both wild type and the NR-null mutant are thought to be nitrate-regulated. These experiments demonstrated that nitrate plays a signaling role and identified hundreds of genes that are regulated by the nitrate signal. Nitrate transport, nitrate reduction, and assimilation as well as energy, metabolism, glycolysis and gluconeogenesis, amino acid metabolism, and nitrogen...
and sulfur utilization are among the nitrate-regulated processes in Arabidopsis [17].

Genomics approaches have also shown the substantial tissue-specific and cell-specific nature of the plant response to nitrate treatments [17,24**]. From the identified nitrate-regulated genes, 67% are induced and 82% are repressed in only one organ [17]. A detailed analysis of cell-specific responses uncovered a vast and predominantly cell-specific response in Arabidopsis roots [24**]. The increased sensitivity of cell-specific profiling revealed localized regulation of transcripts that was not evident from previous global analyses [24**].

The nitrate sensor and signaling pathway has yet to be identified. However, mounting evidence suggest nitrate transporters (see below) are likely components of a nitrate sensor and/or transducer system in Arabidopsis.

**Regulation of gene expression by nitrite and organic N metabolites**

In comparison to nitrate responses, we know less about gene expression responses to the addition of other N nutrients or metabolites as well as the tissue-specific or cell-specific nature of these responses. Nitrite, the direct product of nitrate reduction, was recently shown to act as a potent signal for global regulation of gene expression in Arabidopsis roots [20**]. This study showed that over 50% of nitrate-regulated genes, including genes involved in pentose phosphate pathway, carbon metabolism, nitrogen and sulfur metabolism, energy metabolism, and assimilation of ammonium, also responded to nitrite after 20 min of treatment [20**]. Many genes also responded specifically to nitrite, suggesting that nitrite can serve as a signal to coordinate regulation of gene expression in Arabidopsis roots [20**]. Nitrite responses were not mimicked by ammonium treatments and were not affected in the NR-null mutant. These results suggest that Arabidopsis roots are not responding to ammonium (direct product of nitrite reduction) or nitric oxide (nitrite can be converted to nitric oxide by NR) but possess a sensor and signaling system that recognizes nitrite directly [20**].

To uncouple gene responses to inorganic N (e.g. nitrate, nitrite) from those elicited by downstream products of inorganic N assimilation (e.g. glutamate), several treatments were performed with combinations of inorganic N (nitrate and ammonium), glutamate (Glu), and MSX, an inhibitor of glutamine synthetase that blocks ammonia incorporation into amino acids in Arabidopsis seedlings [19**]. This study showed that a significant proportion of N-regulated genes respond to organic N [19**]. Organic N signals induce cell wall biosynthesis and repress amino acid and carbohydrate metabolism. These results suggest feedback regulation by organic N for coordination of N assimilation and other cellular processes [19**]. Although organic N metabolites can elicit a strong response, the nature of the organic N signal remains elusive. Likely candidates are glutamine or Glu. Recently, external l-Glu has been shown to elicit complex changes in the root architecture of Arabidopsis (discussed below) [27**]. Iono-tropic Glu-receptor-like proteins phylogenetically conserved in animals, and plants have been identified in Arabidopsis [28]. AtGLR1.1, a putative Glu receptor has been suggested as a regulator of carbon and nitrogen metabolism in Arabidopsis [29]. However, whether Glu can bind to putative plant Glu receptors and initiate a signaling cascade in vivo is unclear [30].

**Regulation of gene expression by nitrogen limitation or deprivation**

Genomics approaches characterized the global plant responses to nitrogen limitation [31,32] or deprivation [18]. Nitrogen deprivation in Arabidopsis coordinated repression of genes involved in photosynthesis, chlorophyll synthesis, plastid protein synthesis, and induction of genes for secondary metabolism as well as a reprogramming of mitochondrial electron transport [18]. By contrast, nitrate limitation induced expression of genes involved in protein degradation and the biosynthesis of anthocyanin and phenylpropanoid pathways and repressed genes functioning in photosynthesis and in the synthesis of nitrogenous macromolecules such as chlorophyll, proteins, amino acids, and nucleotides [31,32]. Numerous genes responding to nitrogen limitation and deprivation encode transcription factors, signal transduction components, and proteins required for hormone synthesis and response. The role of these regulatory factors in the plant response to nitrogen limitation or deprivation remains to be investigated.

**Systems approaches to understand N regulation of gene expression**

The thousands of genes identified to date that are regulated by N nutrients and metabolites pose a significant challenge for interpretation. Integrating this amount of data is problematic but certainly necessary for understanding how plants adapt to changes in N supply at the molecular level. One simple strategy to integrate genomics data generated by different groups used the new Sungear tool [33]. This analysis identified context-independent genes and pathways that respond to nitrate under a variety of conditions [34]. By contrast, other processes such as protein synthesis are context-dependent, responding only under a subset of conditions [34]. Data from the NR-null mutant suggest context-independent genes respond directly to nitrate, and context-dependent genes may be regulated by downstream nitrogen metabolites [17]. Integrative network biology is another promising strategy to achieve data integration [35]. The first comprehensive multinetwork model of plant molecular interactions was built recently to analyze the processes modulated by different N sources and identify new regulatory mechanisms [19**,21**].
multinetwork model integrates information about metabolic pathways and other molecular interactions such as known and predicted protein–protein, protein–DNA and mRNA–RNA interactions [21*]. Network models can be used as scaffolds to interpret expression data and have provided new specific hypotheses for regulatory mechanisms of the plant response to changes in N availability that were not obvious from simple gene expression analysis or classic genetic approaches. In one study, network analysis of expression data in Arabidopsis roots identified molecular machines, cellular processes, and regulatory networks that are modulated by C and/or N [21*]. For example, hormone regulatory subnetworks were found, highlighting the role of different phytohormones, auxin most prominently, in the root response to C and N [21*]. Also, a possible role for microRNA-regulated networks in the nitrate response emerged from this analysis [21*]. In a separate study, network analysis was used to identify key regulatory factors involved in controlling gene expression in response to organic N (discussed below) [19**]. Network approaches have also recovered other known regulatory mechanisms involved in the plant response to changes in N availability. We envision that integrative network biology and other systems approaches in combination with genomics and genetic approaches will play a more prominent role in generating integrated dynamic models of plant responses to N in the near future.

### Multiple mechanisms and levels of control mediate N responses in plants

Genomics has provided us with a myriad of N-regulated genes, many of which are probably part of the N sensing and signaling pathways. The challenge now is to elucidate the N sensing mechanism(s) and identify the signaling networks involved in plant N responses. As discussed below, it is clear that multiple mechanisms and levels of control are involved in plant responses to N nutrient and metabolites.

**Regulation at the transcriptional level**

ANR1, a root-specific MADS-box protein, was the first transcription factor identified as playing a role in plant developmental N responses [1]. Using reverse genetics, it was shown that plants with reduced ANR1 levels were impaired in lateral root (LR) production in response to a localized nitrate supply [1]. ANR1 was initially found to be induced by nitrate in root cultures [1]. It was later shown that ANR1 was induced by N starvation and repressed by nitrate resupply [36], suggesting a role as a feedback regulator of LR growth rates by the N status of the plant.

Other transcription factors involved in N regulation include members of the GATA and DOF families. GATA transcription factors are key regulators of N metabolism in yeast [37]. There are 30 GATA transcription factors in the Arabidopsis genome. The GATA, Nitrate-inducible, Carbon metabolism-involved (GNC) gene was shown to be induced by nitrate in shoots and required for normal regulation of C metabolism in Arabidopsis [38]. These results suggested a possible role for GNC as an integrator of N and C metabolism [38]. In another report, overexpression of the maize transcription factor DOF1 in Arabidopsis and potato plants led to overaccumulation of amino acids, changes in organic acid metabolism, increase in N content and overexpression of genes in N and C metabolism [39]. These results also suggested a role for DOF1 in coordinating C and N responses. Promoter deletion analysis of the NRT2.1 gene promoter fused to the GUS reporter gene showed that a 150-bp region of this promoter is important for regulation of NRT2.1 by nitrate and sucrose [40]. Interestingly, this region contains GATA, DOF, NRT2.1 and ARF transcription factors in Arabidopsis.

In a recent report, network analysis revealed an organic N-regulated subnetwork that included the myb-family transcription factor CCA1, bZIP1, and GLK1 [19**]. CCA1, one of the master regulators of the circadian clock, was shown to coordinate the response of nitrate assimilatory genes to organic N by direct binding to the promoters of bZIP1 (which in turn regulates ASY1 expression), glutamine synthetase 1.3 and glutamate dehydrogenase 1 [19**]. This is the first report of an organic N-responsive transcription factor that directly regulates the expression of genes involved in N assimilation in Arabidopsis. Moreover, CCA1 provides a mechanistic link for integrating N nutrition and circadian regulation of gene expression in Arabidopsis.

**Regulation at the post-transcriptional level**

Post-transcriptional regulation of mRNA stability by microRNAs has been shown to be important for phosphate and sulfate deprivation responses in plants [41–43]. Recent studies indicated that microRNAs also play a role in plant N responses. Microarray studies identified that many microRNA targets are regulated by nitrate and/or sucrose treatments, suggesting microRNA-mediated regulation of gene expression by nitrate and/or sucrose [21*,24**]. One of these studies characterized the role of miR167 and one of its targets, AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR 8 (ARF8), in the control of LR development in response to nitrate [24**]. Nitrate treatments repressed miR167 in pericycle cells, leading to an increase in ARF8 transcript. The transcript levels of ARF6, another miR167 target, are not regulated by nitrate in pericycle cells, despite miR167 repression [24**]. ARF8 induction in pericycle cells triggered an increase in the ratio between initiating and emerging LRs, suggesting ARF8 controls a key developmental checkpoint between lateral root initiation and emergence [24**].
Nitrogen treatments have also been shown to regulate the transcript levels of proteins involved in protein synthesis and degradation, several protein kinases and protein phosphatases [16–18,21] suggesting a role for N in mediating changes at the translational and/or post-translational level. Recently, a putative methyltransferase OSU1/QUB1AD2/TSD2 has been identified that is required for normal C:N balance in Arabidopsis [44]. It has been shown that OSU1 suppresses ASW expression in response to low C:N ratios, but the molecular mechanisms of action of OSU1 over ASW or its putative target is unknown [44]. Evidence for post-translational regulation by N also comes from experiments focusing on the switch from N sufficient to N deficient conditions. The Arabidopsis nitrogen limitation adaptation (nla) mutant is defective in developing the nitrogen limitation adaptive responses [45]. NLA codes for a RING-type ubiquitin ligase that functions as a positive regulator controlling Arabidopsis adaptation to nitrogen limitation [45]. However, the targets for NLA or other factors involved in potential post-translational control remain to be identified.

**Bridging the gap between N sensing, signaling, and developmental adaptations to N availability**

One of the most striking examples of plant developmental plasticity to changing environmental conditions is the modulation of root system architecture in response to N supply [8]. Under homogeneous conditions in Arabidopsis, high external N concentrations reduce primary as well as lateral root elongation. By contrast, LR elongation is induced under N-limiting conditions. LR density is relatively constant across a range of N concentrations. Localized zones of high N concentration promote rather than suppress LR growth. Genetic and genomics analyses are beginning to unravel the regulatory and signaling pathways mediating these responses (Figure 2). Phytohormones are key players in the developmental adaptations plant utilize to cope with changing N availability.

**Nitrogen: hormone interactions**

Phytohormones are key regulators of plant growth and developmental processes. Genetic and physiological evidence indicates that N status and availability trigger morphological changes by modulating hormone homeostasis and/or signaling. Two hormones have been implicated in N responses as signals communicating N availability between roots and shoots: cytokinin and auxin. Cytokinin has been implicated in communicating root nitrate availability to the shoot [46]. Nitrate supplementation to plant roots results in a rapid increase in cytokinin levels and its translocation into the xylem vessels [46]. Nitrate is able to upregulate the transcript levels of IPT3, a key enzyme for cytokinin biosynthesis [17,47]. Two main signaling pathways of nitrate responses have been proposed: a nitrate-specific pathway and a cytokinin-dependent pathway [48]. Nitrate-specific genes are involved in nitrate assimilation and synthesis of amino acids and nucleotides, and cytokinin-dependent genes are related to developmental programs and increased capacity for protein synthesis [10].

As we have already stated, there is an evident auxin:nitrate connection that arises from network analysis of nitrate-regulated genes [21]. Auxin has been proposed as the long-range signal from shoot to root mediating high nitrate systemic inhibition of LR growth just after their emergence [49,50]. This is a logical connection given that auxin is the main hormone regulating LR development [51]. Auxin root tissue concentration increases in Arabidopsis seedlings transferred from high nitrate (50 mM) to low nitrate concentrations (0.1 mM) as compared to plants grown continuously in high nitrate [49]. This increase in auxin levels correlates with the release of LRs from high nitrate inhibition when transferred to low nitrate [49]. This result suggests that high nitrate supply might be inhibiting auxin biosynthesis or its translocation from shoot to roots [49,50]. However, ABA has also been implicated in high nitrate repression of LR growth [87,52] by a pathway that is independent of auxin [53].

**Lateral root development: the role of nitrate transporters**

Although the function of NRT1.1 and NRT2.1 as receptors for nitrate remains to be demonstrated, several independent results suggest nitrate transporters play a signaling role in LR development in response to external nitrate. Examples of dual-function nutrient transporters/sensor proteins that can modulate downstream events in response to nutritional cues are common in other organisms [54]. The first evidence for the involvement of nitrate transporters in LR development came from a genetic screen for mutants that were able to develop LRs in a medium with a high sucrose/nitrate ratio [55]. High sucrose/nitrate medium represses LR initiation in wild-type plants, probably by inhibiting auxin transport to the roots [55]. The **lateral root initiation 1 (lin1)** mutant was isolated for its capacity to overcome the high sucrose/nitrate repression on LRs. The **lin1** mutant was later shown to carry a missense mutation in the NRT2.1 gene [56]. The **lin1** mutant exhibited compromised NRT2.1 function and reduced nitrate uptake [56]. However, the observed phenotype in LR initiation was independent of nitrate transport as it could not be rescued by increasing external nitrate [56]. These results suggest that the increase in lateral root initiation is caused by abrogating a function of NRT2.1 that is unrelated to nitrate uptake. Besides its role as a repressor of LR initiation in high sucrose/nitrate medium, NRT2.1 also regulates LR development in response to changes in nitrate availability [57]. Intriguingly, this role in promoting LR initiation for NRT2.1 under low nitrate appears to be opposite to the observed function under high sucrose to nitrate ratio,
The reason for the apparent discrepancy is not clear (e.g. constant growth in sucrose/nitrate versus sudden decrease in external nitrate or different plant ecotypes) [8\(^*\)]. Further experiments will be necessary to understand the exact relationship between the different pathways described. (a) Lateral root initiation is repressed by high C:N ratios, and this repression requires the nitrate transporter NRT2.1 [55,56\(^*\)]. NRT2.1 is also involved in lateral root initiation induced by transfer from high to low nitrate concentrations [57\(^*\)]. Nitrate repression of miR167 increases ARF8 levels and this causes an increase in the ratio of initiating vs. emerging lateral roots [24\(^*\)]. (b) High nitrate causes a systemic inhibition of lateral root development just after their emergence from the primary root [64]. This is probably caused by nitrate inhibition of auxin biosynthesis and/or its translocation from shoot to root [49,50]. An ABA-dependent pathway mediating high nitrate inhibition of lateral root growth has also been reported [8\(^*\),52]. Lateral root growth is induced by localized nitrate supply and this is mediated by a signaling pathway including the dual-affinity NRT1.1 transporter and the MADS-box transcription factor ANR1 [61]. (c) Nitrate stimulates primary root growth [62]. Primary root growth is inhibited by exogenous Glu [27\(^*\)]. The effect of Glu involves a possible interaction with the auxin signaling pathway [27\(^*\)]. Nitrate antagonizes the effect of Glu via a pathway that requires NRT1.1 [62]. The mechanism of repression, and whether it is upstream or downstream of auxin signaling, is unknown [62].

The primary root growth effects in response to external Glu

External L-Glu was shown to inhibit primary root growth by inhibiting mitotic activity at the root apical meristem.
by a pathway that probably involves the hormone auxin [277]. Putative sensors for Glu availability are the ionotropic Glu-receptor-like proteins [28]. However, root system architecture changes in response to L-Glu were not affected in the presence of antagonists of mammalian Glu receptors, suggesting these receptors are not involved in this response [277]. Nitrate has been recently shown to stimulate primary root growth in Arabidopsis [62]. Interestingly, nitrate can also antagonize the inhibition of primary root growth caused by external L-Glu, and this requires an intact NRT1.1 [62]. Replacing the Thr 101 of NRT1.1 for an Ala compromises high but not low affinity nitrate transport [63]. The observation that overexpression of this NRT1.1Thr101Ala mutant was unable to alleviate L-Glu inhibition of primary root growth provided new evidence suggesting that NRT1.1 is involved in nitrate sensing.

Conclusions
N sensing and signaling enables organisms to regulate their metabolism, growth, and development in response to N availability. With the advent of genomics technologies, our understanding of N regulation of gene expression has grown considerably over the past few years. Nitrate, nitrite, and other N metabolites regulate gene expression and a vast variety of processes at the cellular level. Although classic genetic approaches (i.e. phenotypic and gene expression analyses of mutants) have characterized important components of N signaling pathways, the global vision of the plant circuitry provided by systems approaches has proven useful to generate new hypotheses and discovering novel regulatory networks controlled by N. Systems approach should now help us gain an integrated understanding of the molecular networks controlled by the different regulatory components characterized, and the way different pathways interact in the plant N response. Moreover, combining systems, genomics, and genetic approaches should not only provide new insights for the function of known factors but also accelerate the discovery of new elements to fully map the sequence of events that lead from N perception to genome-wide expression changes to physiological, morphological, and/or developmental responses in plants. Our view is that systems approaches will be key in the coming years to understanding how the different mechanisms elicited by N nutrients and metabolites are integrated at the cell, organ, and organism level for optimal plant growth and development in a changing environment.
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A systems approach is used to study nitrogen and carbon responses for the first time in Arabidopsis. A qualitative multineuron model of the Arabidopsis metabolic and regulatory network is constructed and used to query quantitative microarray data obtained from treating Arabidopsis roots with combinations of sucrose and nitrate. Specific interacting genes in biological modules that respond to carbon and nitrogen treatments are identified.


A cell sorting approach is used to analyze for the first time cell-specific nitrate responses in Arabidopsis. A nitrate-respiring biological module including miR167, its target, ARF8, and 126 potential ARF8 targets is identified in pericycle cells. The authors show this module controls lateral root initiation.


Authors show that exogenous l-Glu is able to elicit complex morphological changes in the Arabidopsis root system, pointing at a signaling role of Glu that is independent of Arabidopsis Glu receptors and probably involves interaction with the auxin signaling pathway.


Using a split-root system, where one side of the root system is grown in high nitrate concentration and the other side is grown in low nitrate concentration to emulate soil nitrate patchiness, the authors show that NRT1.1 is involved in lateral root elongation in nitrate rich patches. Evidence provided indicates NRT1.1 works upstream of ANR1. This response is independent of nitrate transport by NRT1.1, suggesting NRT1.1 is involved in sensing nitrate availability.


